Note

Be aware, if you see a /chug/ thread that doesn't have this rentry pastebin linked in it, it's most likely a shill thread made by /uhg/ glowies or reddit raiders trying to change the thread culture and control the narrative.

Template

/chug/ - Comfy Happening in Ukraine General

Previous: >>

WARNING
Be aware, any /chug/ thread that uses globohomo nuspeak wording in the OP (such as Kyiv) or cites UKROP sources (like video game footage) are fake shill threads.

Latest
> Russia shells Odessa, Kharkov, Chernihov, Nikopol. Fighting continues in Mariupol and Kiev
> Zelensky dismisses commander of Joint Forces Operation, appoints Gen. Moskaliov
>Kherson Oblast fully occupied by Russia
>Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, Hillary Clinton sanctioned by Russia
>Ukrainian Tochka missile lands in Donetsk City 20 reported dead, many injured
>Yavorovsky had 1,000 foreigners, foreign instructors and weapons
>Russian MoD: Yavorovsky military base hit with 30 cruise missiles
>Up to 180 foreign mercenaries were KIA
>American carrying expired NYT press credentials killed
>Russian Airborne Forces (VDV) entered Irpin, Kiev oblast
>Ramzan Kadyrov in Ukraine
>Russian flags raised in the village of Krymskoye
>Three explosions in Kramatorsk
>Russian Aerospace Forces bombed Yavorovsky training ground in Lvov region
>Russians allegedly set up a logistics base in Chernobyl
>Powerful explosions heard in the area of Bucha, Irpin, Gostomel and Vorzel in the Kiev direction.
>Kiev will only be conquered if Russia razes it to the ground - Zelensky
>Berdiansk, Kherson, Irpin, and Energodar have fallen - Mariupol, Chernihov, Kharkov surrounded or besieged

Livestreams
https://youtu.be/HIPNVm6lNfM
https://youtu.be/iZebYm-nenY

News
https://t.me/s/intelslava
https://t.me/s/CIG_telegram
https://t.me/s/BellumActaNews

/chug/
https://rentry.org/chug2022
https://rentry.org/647x6 (videos)

Ukraine Map
https://de.catbox.moe/pjpu61.jpg

Archived News

Airfield in Lutsk heavily bombarded
Pentagon says serious advance of Russian troops toward Kiev over last 24 hours
Chinese drone producer DJI Global uses proprietary software to reduce Ukrainian drone capabilities
Mayor of Ukrainian city Melitopol captured by Russian forces
Ukrainian drone crashed in Zagreb
Russia trying to evacuate Izium, DPR took Volnovakha
Psaki spers out over biolabs, writes seething novella on Twitter, schitzoposters vindicated
Zelensky signs law allowing all civilians to carry weapons of war & use them against Russian soldiers
US gas prices hit $4.25/gal and climbing, an all time high
Ukrprop 93rd mechanized attacks east of Dnipropetrovsk, losing 250 soldiers and 18 combat vehicles
Biden's oil requests snubbed by Saudis, UAE, OPEC
US demanding “part or whole” of Venezuela oil production to ease sanctions on Maduro
China demands the US release more details regarding the 26 US-backed bio labs in Ukraine ASAP
/chug/ shouted out by Bellum Acta & Intel Slava - Russian rep drops /chug/ copypasta's in the UNSC
Russia encourages Russian websites to migrate to Russian hosts in leaked documents
Ceasefires violated again after foreign students were evacuated
Russia will ceasefire / attempt to evacuate civilians AGAIN tomorrow
Irpin and Kiev mass exodus happening
Irpin street fighting, Russia 22km from Kiev center
Russia: Evacuation from Mariupol, Melitopol, Byrdansk prevented.
European natural gas hits 2500, then 3800 euro/1000m3, a 6x increase in one month
3rd round of negotiations ongoing
Russia declares ceasefire in Kharkov, Melitopol, Sumy, and Kiev to allow for evacuation
Reportedly explosions at the Kharkov research institute, which houses an experimental nuclear reactor
Russia encourages Russian websites to migrate to Russian hosts in leaked documents
Russian MoD dropped new info confirming the presence of US-backed biolabs in Ukraine
Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Station in the city of Energodar has been seized by Russian forces. Energodar itself encircled
Ukrainian sources say Ukraine's security service has shot & killed Denis Kireev, a member of the Ukrainian negotiating team
Fighting in the streets of the city of Sumy
>2nd round of negotiations over. Both sides agreed on humanitarian corridors for civilian evacuations
>Ukraine blowing bridges along the Dnieper in retreat
>NATO rejects no-fly zone in Ukraine
>EU rejects supplying jets to Ukraine
>Russia bombs propaganda facilities, and a TV tower.
>Russian strike on Kharkov administrative building
>Negotiations ended without peace
>Belarus preparing to send soldiers into Ukraine
>The EU have closed airspace to Russian aircraft
>Putin orders Russian nuclear deterrent forces to be on alert
>Ukrainian delegation set for peace talks with Russian delegates in Belarus
>40 mile long convoy heading towards Kiev
>Large convoy of Russian troops and tanks is moving towards Kiev
>Russian forces have met heavy resistance as they advance on Kiev
>Chechen forces are on the ground north of Kiev
>Russian army releases first ever video of the Chernobyl nuclear plant after capturing it (https://files.catbox.moe/gqnn36.mp4)
>Melitopol has fallen under Russian hands
>Civilians and the SBU (Ukrainian security forces) engaged in a gunfight last night (due to a major confusion), resulting in heavy losses
>Russian commander of 35th motor brigade has been captured by Ukrainian forces
>Azov Battalion has started training volunteers in Kiev
>Mayor of Kiev says city is surrounded, later says he "mispoke"
>High-rise building in Kiev hit by missile, origins unknown, both sides claim it was the other side's missile
>Russians advancing rapidly towards Mariupol, tanks spotted roughly 70km from it
>Russia says Sweden and Finland may face military and political consequences if they attempt to join NATO
>Kalibr cruise missile exploded over Kiev in the night. Intercepted by a SAM
>10,000 AKs given out to citizens of Kiev
>Russian websites are currently being cyber attacked
>Japanese cargo ship hit with a missile from the Ukrainian side
>Chernobyl nuclear plant under Russian control
>Russia has banned all western social media
>Kiev's mayor says that the city is surrounded with Russian forces at all exit points.
>Macron: World 'must be prepared' for 'long' war in Ukraine
>Seven civilians died in a day in the LPR and DPR from shelling by Ukrainian security forces, LPR authorities report
>There are reports a convoy of armoured vehicles are headed towards Kiev and air raid sirens were heard there not long ago
>Russian troops already in Kiev's outskirts (~10km), entire city expected to become a warzone within days
>Melitopol has fallen under Russian control
>After approximately 3 hours, the fighting in Kiev stopped as the sun began to rise
>Zelensky is personally in charge of the defense of Kiev, he is reportedly in the capital and is not going to leave
>Russian forces have entered Kiev, major fighting ensues
>Gunfire and explosions being heard in Kiev
>Kiev Maidan Square livestream got cut off after sound of bombs and gunfire
>Russian forces apparently approaching Kiev power plant
>Russia claims to have repelled Russian forces from border cities of Sumy and Kharkov after heavy fighting all day
>Russian forces entered on the south from Crimea without much resistance, capturing several towns and cities
>Situation on the eastern front unclear
>Radiation in Chernobyl climbing after fighting there on the 24th, Russian forces in control of Chernobyl
>General mobilization & mandatory enlistment decreed in Ukraine
>Ukraine's interior ministry says men between the ages of 18 and 60 are banned from leaving the country
>Situation on the eastern front unclear
>Russia has recognised the entire Donbas as independent, including Ukraine-occupied territory
>Japnese cargo ship hit with a missile from the Ukrainian side
>Chernobyl nuclear plant under Russian control
>Russia has banned all western social media
>Kiev's mayor says that the city is surrounded with Russian forces at all exit points.
>Macron: World 'must be prepared' for 'long' war in Ukraine
>Seven civilians died in a day in the LPR and DPR from shelling by Ukrainian security forces, LPR authorities report
>There are reports a convoy of armoured vehicles are headed towards Kiev and air raid sirens were heard there not long ago
>Russian troops already in Kiev's outskirts (~10km), entire city expected to become a warzone within days
>Melitopol has fallen under Russian control
>After approximately 3 hours, the fighting in Kiev stopped as the sun began to rise
>Zelensky is personally in charge of the defense of Kiev, he is reportedly in the capital and is not going to leave
>Russian forces have entered Kiev, major fighting ensues
>Gunfire and explosions being heard in Kiev
>Kiev Maidan Square livestream got cut off after sound of bombs and gunfire
>Russian forces apparently approaching Kiev power plant
>Russia claims to have repelled Russian forces from border cities of Sumy and Kharkov after heavy fighting all day
>Russian forces entered on the south from Crimea without much resistance, capturing several towns and cities
>Situation on the eastern front unclear
>Radiation in Chernobyl climbing after fighting there on the 24th, Russian forces in control of Chernobyl
>General mobilization & mandatory enlistment decreed in Ukraine
>Ukraine's interior ministry says men between the ages of 18 and 60 are banned from leaving the country
>Situation on the eastern front unclear
>Russia has recognised the entire Donbas as independent, including Ukraine-occupied territory
Nord Stream 2 suspended

News Aggregators

/pol/ Approved
https://t.me/s/intelslava
https://t.me/s/CIG_telegram
https://t.me/s/BellumActaNews

Webcams

Live streams (All except the Kiev multi-cams are dead)
> Sumy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smhSNLPZvHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiuZ56GBGsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGbZ6RyJeFE
>(There are 24 separate webcams in Sumy)
https://www.youtube.com/c/SumyWebcams/videos

>Kiev
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkaSzylayqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3wGWRQtkik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7FuPINDJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGM8WQ0Qqds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1e0MV6ox-OE

>Kiev Multi-Cam
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIPNVm6IqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZebYm-nenY

>Odessa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ep5MdwUaYQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYcafZL1-j8

>Kiev Multi-Cam
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIPNVm6IqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZebYm-nenY

>Moscow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-INF5F5ew

>Kalanchak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxYsvdC4-yA

>Kharkov
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7ZbVuqfW3s

>Arabat Split/Crimea (From the Ukrainian side of the split)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvbSfCa3Qn8

>Crimea Crossing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-DNGBOCPnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC0rUwRWPZ0

>Lviv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9r5rpGq9mU

>Lugansk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4i69r_D_U4U

Other

Naval Traffic
http://www.shipspotting.com/
https://www.vesselfinder.com/

News & Social Media Post Aggregator
https://worldwar3.io/
Baker's Guide

1. Breads are to be baked after the bump limit of 300 has been breached.
2. He who announces first, bakes. To avoid split threads, a baker should announce that he is baking - e.g. "announcing bake", "baking", etc.
3. If someone else announces his bake correctly, it helps if at least one anon recognizes this announcement with a reply to prevent splitting.
4. Exception: If there has been an unanswered request for someone to bake but the old thread is on page 10, no announcement is needed.
5. If the thread has already been archived, check the catalog to see if no one else has baked already.